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My three day assignment that was cancelled earlier this week
would have been at the school I wound up at today.  You can
say it turned into a one day assignment I suppose.  Oddly
enough, the teacher I would have subbed for was the “team
teacher” in two of the classes.  In those classes I of course
acted as an assistant, but I did get to teach four classes.  I
couldn’t let the opportunity pass by and I mentioned the three
day assignment to her and she told me she just rescheduled
because she didn’t like taking days off in October.  I didn’t
ask why, but conferences are around this time I think so
that’s a possibility.

So the four classes were run pretty much the same way though
they were actually two different levels.  The regular math
classes were working on percent markups and discounts.  Given
a cost and a percentage, they had to determine the final
price.  The other two classes were algebra.  They were working
on  graphing  equations  and  determining  solutions  from  the
graphs.  I actually got a high complement in one of these
classes.  One of the students told me I taught this better
than the regular teacher.  I didn’t know what else to say but
to just thank him.  So…  Besides the last class having a
couple of characters in it (I expected it, being a class of
just eight students, and one of the regular classes as opposed
to algebra) it was another pretty good day.  First period was
one of the two “team teaching” period, so Just watching for
the one period and seeing things not in the plans definitely
helped here in keeping with the routine though I suppose being
eighth grade they wouldn’t have had a tough time adjusting to
a different routine if necessary.

It is now the start of a three-day weekend and time to get
some rest…
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